**Fiction for Children**

- Tuck Everlasting by Natalie Babbitt
- Luna Ranchera by Rodrigo Morlesin
- Dragonwatch by Brandon Mull
- The Chalice of the Gods by Rick Riordan
- What to Do If an Elephant Stands on Your Foot by Michelle Robinson
- Fires of Invention by J. Scott Savage

**Nonfiction for Children**

- Taylor Swift: A Little Golden Book Biography by Wendy Loggia

Borrow eBooks and audiobooks from Libby and hoopla! Get the apps from your device’s app store or use your web browser and log in with your Library card to get started.
Every year we gather a list of books our staff read and loved during the past year. We recommend all of the following books as good reads.

Not sure where to find something? Ask us!

Check out our favorite reads!

Fiction for Adults

Every Rising Sun by Jamila Ahmed
Bend Her by Cassie Alexander
Other Birds by Sarah Addison Allen
A Shadow in Ember by Jennifer L. Armentrout
The Undertaking of Hart and Mercy by Megan Bannen
Small Town, Big Magic by Hazel Beck
Book of Night by Holly Black
Murder of Crows by Anne Bishop
Lovelight Farms by B.K. Borison

Horse by Geraldine Brooks
Savage Lands by Stacey Marie Brown
Vampires of El Norte by Isabel Cañas
Joan by Katherine J. Chen
Ice Planet Barbarians by Ruby Dixon
The Reformatory by Tananarive Due
Calamity by Constance Fay
Go Tell the Bees That I Am Gone by Diana Gabaldon
The Hidden by Melanie Golding
Wildfire by Hannah Grace
A Discovery of Witches by Deborah Harkness
Starling House by Alix E. Harrow
The Cloisters by Katy Hays
Love, Theoretically by Ali Hazelwood
How to Sell a Haunted House by Grady Hendrix
Starve Acre by Andrew Michael Hurley
A Fate Inked in Blood by Danielle L. Jensen
The Kingdom of Sweets by Erika Johansen
Godkiller by Hannah Kaner
The Fervor by Alma Katsu
The Girl Who Fell Into Myth by Kay Kenyon
Fairy Tale by Stephen King
The Burnout by Sophie Kinsella
The Poppy War by R.F. Kuang

Yellowface by R.F. Kuang
Stolen by Ann-Helen Laestadius
Everyone Here is Lying by Shari Lapena
The Frozen River by Ariel Lawhon
Mom Com by Adriana Mather
The Housemaid by Freida McFadden
The Housemaid’s Secret by Freida McFadden
Never Lie by Freida McFadden
Want to Know a Secret? by Freida McFadden
Circe by Madeline Miller
Her Little Flowers by Shannon Morgan
Morning Glory Milking Farm by C.M. Nascosta
The Monsters We Defy by Leslye Penelope
The Dragon’s Bride by Katee Robert
One of Us Is Dead by Jeneva Rose
Fiction for Teens

You Shouldn’t Have Come Here by Jeneva Rose
West With Giraffes by Lynda Rutledge
Things We Left Behind by Lucy Score
The Cartographers by Peng Shepherd
Rhapsodic by Laura Thalassa
The Road to Roswell by Connie Willis
Lovely Bad Things by Trisha Wolfe
Iron Flame by Rebecca Yarros
The Unmaking of June Farrow by Adrienne Young

Nonfiction

for Adults

Napoleon: The Decline and Fall of an Empire: 1811-1821 by Michael Broers
Beyond the Story by BTS & Myeongseok Kang
Monsters: A Fan’s Dilemma by Claire Dederer
The Art Thief by Michael Finkel
The Office BFFs: Tales of The Office from Two Best Friends Who Were There by Jenna Fischer & Angela Kinsey

Graphic Novels

for Adults

Mieruko-chan by Tomoko Izumi
Let’s Play by Leeanne M. Krecic
Romantic Killer by Wataru Momose
Komi Can’t Communicate by Tomohito Oda
Insomniacs After School by Makoto Ojiro
Island in a Puddle by Kei Sanbe
Eight Billion Genies by Charles Soule
Summertime Rendering by Yasuke Tanaka
Tokyo Revengers by Ken Wakui

Fiction for Teens

Flowerheart by Catherine Bakewell
Warrior Girl Unearthed by Angeline Boulley
Tilly in Technicolor by Mazey Eddings
The Graveyard Book by Neil Gaiman
Once Upon a Broken Heart by Stephanie Garber
What the River Knows by Isabel Ibañez
The Prison Healer by Lynette Noni
A Study in Drowning by Ava Reid
All My Rage by Sabaa Tahir
The Thief by Megan Whalen Turner

Graphic Novels

for Teens

The Girl from the Other Side by Nagabe